AMBITIOUS TEENAGE ORGANISTS—JOIN US AT BIRMINGHAM CONSERVATOIRE

Principal, Julian Lloyd Webber

for

THE CONSERVATOIRE EXPERIENCE

on

SATURDAY 11 FEBRUARY 2017
(0930–1730 [though maybe an earlier start to include Symphony Hall!])
PRESENTED BY RCO ACADEMY AND BIRMINGHAM CONSERVATOIRE

HERE’S A DAY-PROGRAMME WHICH FLINGS WIDE THE DOORS OF OPPORTUNITY
explore your wealth of options for organ-playing through higher education

HENRY FAIRS (HEAD OF ORGAN, BIRMINGHAM CONSERVATOIRE)
HOSTS OUR DAY OF DISCOVERY
JOINED BY

DANIEL MOULT (ASSOCIATE HEAD OF ORGAN AT BIRMINGHAM)
AND

JAMES PARSONS (RCO ACADEMY, AND VISTING TUTOR AT BIRMINGHAM)

PLAY
- the 4-manual organs in Birmingham Symphony Hall (Klais concert instrument) and
  - Birmingham Town Hall (Victorian Hill organ remade by Mander)
- the superbly versatile Walker organ in the resonant acoustic of St Chad’s Cathedral
  - and the new-historic-classic Garnier organ at Birmingham University

ENJOY TUITION IN CLASSES TUTORED BY Henry, Dan and James

ATTEND RECITAL by Birmingham Conservatoire Organ Students Organ Students – meet and chat to them

HEAR about Birmingham’s brand-new state-of-the-art Conservatoire Building
and its Organ Facilities (opening September 2017)

SEE http://www.bcu.ac.uk/conservatoire/#new-campus-video to take the VIRTUAL TOUR around the amazing new building

CONSIDER A PREMIER PATHWAY TOWARDS BECOMING A PROFESSIONAL ORGANIST

ALL BRITISH CONSERVATOIRES
(as too those overseas) set the pace for organists to develop their performing skills to the highest levels, within degree courses.
All feature teachers at the top of their game in the competitive world of professional music-making, and offer fabulous facilities and opportunities, amidst musicians of all callings beyond the organ loft.
Conservatoire courses, College Organ Scholarships and Degrees – they all usually play a part in the mix for today’s aspiring professionals.

JOIN US TO FIND OUT MORE.

SIGN UP NOW FOR THE CONSERVATOIRE EXPERIENCE

BOOK ONLINE AT https://www.rco.org.uk/events.php?eventid=477
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